BUILDING A CORE WARDROBE

Modern style ideas that are the epitome of luxury fashion.
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HOW TO LOOK GOOD WITH LESS ITEMS

Wardrobe Ideas

2 Pairs Of Shoes 1 Belt
2 Trousers & 1 Jean
1 Tie
2 Jackets 1 Polo
3 Shirts

One Week Outfit Plan

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
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We like to present to you our research for building a better wardrobe. The purpose is simple – looking good with less items!

For the man with unlimited budget, it’s very easy. While the person who lives a budget-friendly lifestyle needs to work a little harder to look good.

And this course will make styling easier. So, let’s dive in!

To be honest, building a wardrobe is quite simple. No need to buy new clothes, just find out how you can mix and match clothing that you currently have in your wardrobe. Work with what you already have!

**Take a look at your existing styles.**

Look through your closet and see what you have to work with,

Including the old pieces that you haven’t worn in a while. Some of them will serve a purpose. Do a realistic assessment and adjust your existing wardrobe as needed:
PICKING YOUR “CORE” ITEMS

A wardrobe is a lot easier to build if you have the right clothes to wear. Wearing the right outfit serves so much purpose, especially when it’s about making an impression. One thing that you need to know is what dress code you prefer the most! Here are a few can’t-go-wrong staples that will serve the purpose for you.

- **Throw out what you don’t need**  Anything that doesn’t fit needs to go, because fit is the first rule for looking good. Don’t just put it in the back, throw it away for good in the trash. “Dig deeply” you may also find clothes that you can’t wear no more or you’re too old to wear it.

- **Anything that needs a repair**  - while you’re looking through your options, take care of your clothes that needs to be fixed. Remember, even a frayed hem doesn’t go with anything so, make sure each apparel is in decent condition.

- **Repurposing clothes.**  If the suit pant doesn’t fit, maybe the jacket is still working. You can repurpose clothes by keeping the suit jacket and discarding the pant now you have a lovely suit jacket to wear with a different matching pant.
• **Charcoal or maroon T-shirt** – a casual essential that you can find in many rich colors. A plain charcoal or maroon t-shirt is all you need to style.

• **Dark suit – navy or grey.** a man won’t know the real taste of fashion until he owns a dark grey or navy-blue suit. Black or brown leather jacket – it’s your all-rounder wardrobe essential. Go for brown or black color since they pair better with apparel like jeans, t-shirt, dress shirt etc.

• **Sport jacket** – a blazer type jacket that is made from wool. You can combine it with any pair of jeans to create a semi-casual outlook.

• **Dress shirts** – Every man’s wardrobe owns a dress shirt – regardless of if you go-to work or not. You can wear them any time and any day.

• **Jeans** – informal, semi-formal or just casual, a wardrobe must-have.

• **Dress pant** – An excellent companion for 9 to 5 work, office meetings and interviews. They also go well with many things, from tuxedos to polo shirts and everything in between.

• **Casual shoes.** Pick your style (brogues, work shoes, dress boots, loafers, saddle shoes, etc.), but have ‘em. They will work best with the above denim jeans, dress pants and chinos.
Getting the idea of how you can work with your wardrobe?

The goal is to build your core style with items that you already have in your wardrobe. It can save you big bucks without eliminating all uniqueness from your wardrobe staples. Example, you have

- 2 pairs of shoes
- 2 denim jeans (goes with everything)
- 5 shirts (dress shirt or casual t-shirt)
- 3 jackets (leather jacker, suit jacket or blazer / sport jacket)

Add accessories like watch, cool shades, or just a simple tie – you can create more that 100+ outfits from these simple fashion items.

Let’s create uniqueness with these pieces:

These above items many sound very generic but you can easily combine them to create a unique style. Alone a leather jacket is enough to boost your fashion but no man is only going to wear this without a matching t-shirt, jeans, hoodie etc. A same jeans or shirt will look different when combined with a black leather jacket and same goes for brown jacket.
Here’s the conclusion:

Outfit 1:

• Black Leather Jacket
• T-Shirt (any color)
• Jeans
• Casual shoes

End result – you look sexy.

Outfit 2:

• Brown Leather Jacket
• T-Shirt (any color)
• Jeans
• Casual shoes

End result – sleek and urban.

The same jeans and shirt are going to look very different paired with a grey, blue or red leather jacket. Use your own creative mind to play with style because once you know your personal style, you can do so many things with your fashion. Just treat them as an accent, and pair them with some neutral core pieces so the whole outfit doesn’t get too overwhelming. Most of your outfits will consist of a couple of core pieces and a couple of accent pieces. The more accents you add, the more unique the outfit gets.
Invest in Quality

One of the most important things about building a wardrobe is quality. A single good piece of clothing that works with almost everything in your closet is worth more than two or three items that you cannot wear all the times. More unique the outfit gets.

Fit – Fabric – Style

These three keywords are all that will define your personality.

Fit:

is the most important characteristic of your clothing. If a piece doesn’t fit properly, it’s not worth wearing. It’s not going to make you look good, and it won’t work with the rest of your wardrobe. So, go for outfits that fit perfect from top to bottom.

Fabric:

Weight and feel matters same as the fit. A smooth, heavy fabric will drape more naturally than a thin, cheap one. You also want quality construction, right? First, identify the quality of the fabric and how long it can be styled.

Style:

It is your personal judgment of how well the piece in question will fit with the rest of your wardrobe. Don’t be afraid to experiment new outfits to ensure anything you purchase is making you look good

Turn down anything thing that does not have these three things. You’re better off holding out for something better.
THE CORE PIECES OF YOUR OUTFIT

Items that every man should own, this one’s an easy lesson: **It’s the essentials.**

These are the clothing that every man will have a use (regardless of his job or taste). Obviously, some are “higher status”—a suit in particular—but even a working-class man will occasionally need to style something informal, so here are wardrobe pieces to own.

So, if you don’t have all of these in your closet already, then start filling the gaps:

- 1 solid, dark two-piece business suit (navy or gray).
- 2 black or brown leather jacket. Also consider adding 1 different color (maroon, grey, tan).
- 1 blazer and sport jacket (light and dark colors). Textured or plain.
- 2 pair of t-shirts in different colors (maroon, charcoal, white and black).
- 1 pair of jeans with no rips or fading (blue and black).
- 1 light-colored work dress shirt (light blue or pink are versatile colors).
- 1 dress pant and 1 chinos. (grey, navy, brown or khaki are versatile colors)
- 1 pair of brown dress shoes and 1 pair of casual white shoes.
- 1 black leather belt and 1 brown leather belt.
- 2-3 socks and underwear.

Just those would make a pretty sparse wardrobe — you’d be doing laundry every couple of days to stay in clothing. This is, once again, a list of the bare necessities. Expand on it but be sure to have each of these.

A little more detail on each one:
Leather Jacket – This is “casual attire” and goes with everything. Off-duty, traveling or going to work, a leather jacket is undoubtedly the best companion. There are various styles you can choose and each one is made for different purpose.

- Biker – best for riding and off-duty commute.
- Bomber – classier which gives a vintage vibe.
- Car coat – best for drivers and passengers. Designed to protect from dust and dirt.
- Trucker – straight collar, button closure and works as a go-to wear.
- Blazer – a formal code to envy to impress the work surroundings. Usually consist of notch lapel and two buttons.
- Vest – a trend from the western era in sleeveless and V-neck style.

It should be either black or brown. It’s not really important to have too many colorful leather jackets in your wardrobe because black and brown will let you play with style in so many ways.

Denim Jeans: dark indigo, light blue, black and fitted (avoid skinny if you’re an average build). These are for looking casual but good, not for doing construction work in.

Sport coat / Blazer: building a versatile wardrobe is necessary and sport coats has a big role in this. A unique outerwear usually made of wool fabric from subtle to classy, bold to textured. It coordinates with both casual jeans and dress pants so consider it your dual option. Let’s discuss which pattern will work for you.
• **Thick and Textured** – heavier and warm for winter days. It’s not ideal for summer but good to invest when the temperature gets chilly. They look great with jeans and formal dress pants.

• **Plain and colorful** – plain navy blue and red are great colors to own if you live in a more casual society. You can wear it over.

**T-Shirts:** For most casual purposes you can wear a t-shirt in white or black. Have a selection of t-shirts so that you’re not always wearing the same thing.

White and Black are stylish, but having versatile shades to add a bit of variety to your wardrobe.

**Work Shirts:** A tough blue oxford shirt is a working-class staple (it’s where we get “blue-collar” from) and something every guy can find a use for. Wear it with jeans and a blazer and you’ve got an all-occasion dress-casual look; lose the jacket, roll your sleeves up and you’re ready to make a cool entrance.

**Two-piece suits:** grey, navy blue and black are great colors to boost the formality meter. To start with, wear a dark business suit, a white dress shirt, black shoes, socks, and belt. A matching red or any color tie.

**Chinos:** Chinos are a light, stylish and inexpensive alternative to dress slacks and jeans. They sit just above jeans and below dress slacks. Casual Shoes: Whatever clothes you prefer to wear, stylish casual shoes are your eternal need. Any shoes becoming your go-to kick needs to be comfortable, soft and easy to pair with. Comfort meets style! Dress shoes – Elevating the formal look requires you to invest on elegant looking shoes. It’s not just about running around; it should match with your clothes without costing you fortune. Let us share 5 types of formal shoes and they are:
**Casual Shoes:** Whatever clothes you prefer to wear, stylish casual shoes are your eternal need. Any shoes becoming your go-to kick needs to be comfortable, soft and easy to pair with. Comfort meets style!

**Dress shoes** – Elevating the formal look requires you to invest on elegant looking shoes. It’s not just about running around; it should match with your clothes without costing you fortune. Let us share 5 types of formal shoes and they are:

## Colors

**Color:** What you need to know.

**Why color is so important?**
Understanding color means avoiding mistakes: It keeps you from making choices that clash. A bad color combination is always obvious.

**Color attracts people:** Color on your outfits directs people’s eyes to the features you want to emphasize and away from those you want to down-play.

**Colors have psychological effects:** Certain colors can make you seem more powerful, more trustworthy, more likable, and even richer.

Let’s look at some popular so-called men’s colors because they’ve stood the test of time and remain the most respected choices for men today for both business and casual.

**White:** It is the default color for men’s t-shirt and also dress shirts. Gives a purity and simple look.

**Black:** An ideal color for t-shirt and leather jackets. It will never go out of trend.
Gray: An ideal suit color. Best to give the impression at work, meetings, or when surrounded by professionals.

Navy blue: Also a good suit color and best for formal settings.

Brown: A popular leather jacket color and alternative choice to black. Common in jackets and trousers as well. It gives a nice impression and communicates the style.

Maroon: Mix of red and brown. Some call it oxblood but maroon actually a different shade. It adds a deep feeling and goes with formal settings. You will never go wrong with a maroon suit.

Maroon: Mix of red and brown. Some call it oxblood but maroon actually a different shade. It adds a deep feeling and goes with formal settings. You will never go wrong with a maroon suit.

Tan/Khaki: Neutral, depending on how much yellow it contains. A good choice for summer wear, especially lighter shades. Suggests leisure and has some tropical/island associations.

Color Relationships are determined according to their position on the color wheel, a quite useful “cheat sheet” for understanding at a glance how two colors will interact when you wear them together:

This color wheel will help you understand how each colors connects with each other.
What are complementary colors? Navy blazers and khakis are among complementary colors but don’t forget other classics like red, marron and yellow. You will have fun pairing these shades to each other.

This image helps to explain the difference between tints, hues, shades and tone.

**Black, White, and Gray** don’t appear on the color wheel because they’re not technically colors. They’re essentially neutral, and can thus can be worked into any outfit.

60+ Quick & Easy Outfit Ideas for Any Occasion

I’ve categorized each outfit into outfits for Formal Occasions, Semi-Formal Occasions, and Casual Occasions.

1. **Wedding**
   - Outfit 1
   - Outfit 2

2. **Business**
   - Business Lunch 1
   - Business Lunch 2
   - Formal office wear
   - Semi casual office wear

3. **Evenings**
   - Casual night out on the town
   - Evening meal

**Formal Occasions:**
1. Wedding
2. Work
3. Job interview
4. Business meal
5. Night out on the town
I’ve categorized each outfit by Formal, Semi-Formal and Casual Occasions. Click the chapter and you’ll find a link to each outfit.

**Outfits for Formal Occasions**

**Style Templates for Any Occasion**

1. Wedding
2. Work
3. Job interview
4. Business meal
5. Night out on the town

---

**WEDDING**

**Outfit #1**

- Light gray suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- Black tie
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Black belt
- Black dress shoes
- Black watch
Outfit #2
- Black Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Denim blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes

Outfit #3
- Mid gray suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- Black tie
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Black belt
- Black dress shoes
- Black watch
Outfit #4
- Navy suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- Red tie
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #5
- True blue suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- Black tie
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Black belt
- Black dress shoes
- Black watch

JOB INTERVIEW
Outfit #1
• Mid gray suit
• White long sleeve dress shirt
• Black tie
• White pocket square (presidential fold)
• Black belt
• Black dress shoes
• Black watch

Outfit #2
• Light gray suit
• White long sleeve dress shirt
• Black tie
• White pocket square (presidential fold)
• Black belt
• Black dress shoes
• Black watch

Outfit #3
• Navy suit
• White long sleeve dress shirt
• Red tie
• White pocket square (presidential fold)
• Brown belt
• Brown shoes
• Brown watch
• **Outfit #5**
• True blue suit
• White long sleeve dress shirt
• Black tie
• White pocket square (presidential fold)
• Black belt
• Black dress shoes
• Black watch

• **Outfit #1**
• Mid gray suit
• White long sleeve dress shirt
• Red tie
• White pocket square (presidential fold)
• Brown belt
• Brown dress shoes
• Brown watch

**BUSINESS MEAL**
Outfit #2
- Charcoal gray suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- Green tie
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Black belt
- Black dress shoes
- Black watch

Outfit #3
- Navy suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- Red tie
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #4
- Deep blue suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- Red tie
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
A NIGHT OUT ON THE TOWN

Outfit #5
• (spring / summer option!)
• Beige suit
• Ice blue long sleeve dress shirt
• White pocket square (presidential fold)
• Brown belt
• Brown dress shoes
• Brown watch

Outfit #1
• Black Leather Jacket
• Charcoal T-Shirt
• Denim blue jeans
• Brown belt
• Brown watch
• White shoes
Outfit #2
- Brown Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Black jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes

Outfit #3
- Navy blue suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #4
- Navy blazer
- Blue Oxford shirt
- Blue pocket square (two-point fold)
- Charcoal trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
OUTFITS FOR SEMI FORMAL OCCASIONS

CONTENTS

1. Work
2. Business meal
3. Dating
4. Social events
5. Running errands

WORK

Outfit #1
• Black Leather Jacket
• Charcoal T-Shirt
• Denim blue jeans
• Brown belt
• Brown watch
• White shoes
Outfit #2
• Mid gray blazer
• White long sleeve dress shirt
• White pocket square (presidential fold)
• Black trousers
• Black belt
• Black dress shoes
• Black watch

Outfit #3
• Light gray blazer
• Ice blue long sleeve dress shirt
• Blue pocket square (two-fold)
• Navy trousers
• Brown belt
• Brown dress shoes
• Brown watch

Outfit #4
• Brown Leather Jacket
• Charcoal T-Shirt
• Black jeans
• Brown belt
• Brown watch
• White shoes
Outfit #5
- Mid gray suit
- Ice blue long sleeve dress shirt
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #6
- Navy suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #7
- Navy blazer
- Light pink long sleeve dress shirt
- White pocket square (two-fold)
- Beige chinos
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
Outfit #8
- Blue blazer
- Blue & white striped long sleeve dress shirt
- Red paisley pocket square (two-fold)
- Charcoal trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #9
- Navy blazer
- Blue Oxford shirt
- Blue pocket square (two-fold)
- Charcoal trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #10
- Light blue blazer
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- White pocket square (two-fold)
- Navy trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
BUSINESS MEAL

Outfit #1
- Mid gray suit
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- Black tie
- White pocket square (presidential fold)
- Black belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Black watch

Outfit #2
- Brown Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Black jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes
Outfit #3
- Navy blazer
- Blue oxford long sleeve shirt
- Blue pocket square (two-fold)
- Charcoal trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #4
- Navy blazer
- Light pink long sleeve dress shirt
- White pocket square
- Light gray trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #5
- Brown Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Black jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes
DATING

Outfit #1
- Camel blazer
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- Red pocket square (presidential)
- Blue trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #2
- Light blue blazer
- White long sleeve dress shirt
- White pocket square (two-fold)
- Navy trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
Outfit #3
- Brown Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Black jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes

Outfit #4
- Black Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Denim blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes

Outfit #5
- Blue oxford shirt
- Navy trousers
- Black belt
- Black dress shoes
- Black watch
SOCIAL EVENTS

Outfit #1
- White long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown Chelsea boots
- Brown watch

Outfit #2
- White long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Red chinos
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
Outfit #3
- Light pink long sleeve dressed shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Blue trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #4
- Black Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Denim blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes

Outfit #5
- Brown Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Black jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes
RUNNING ERRANDS

Outfit #1
- Blue Oxford long sleeve shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown Chelsea boots
- Brown watch

Outfit #2
- White long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown Chelsea boots
- Brown watch
Outfit #3
• Light pink long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
• Dark blue jeans
• Brown belt
• Brown dress shoes
• Brown watch

Outfit #4
• Light blue blazer
• White long sleeve dress shirt
• White pocket square (two-fold)
• Navy trousers
• Brown belt
• Brown dress shoes

Outfit #5
• Light gray blazer
• Ice blue long sleeve dress shirt
• Blue pocket square (two-fold)
• Navy trousers
• Brown belt
• Brown dress shoes
• Brown watch
OUTFITS FOR SEMI FORMAL OCCASIONS

CONTENTS

1. Work
2. Dating
3. Social events
4. Running errands

WORK

Outfit #1
• Blue long sleeve Oxford shirt (sleeves rolled up)
• Navy trousers
• Black belt
• Black dress shoes
• Black watch
Outfit #2
- Light pink long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Blue trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #3
- Ice blue long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Blue trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #4
- Blue long sleeve Oxford shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown Chelsea boots
- Brown watch
Outfit #5
• White long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
• Blue trousers
• Brown belt
• Brown Chelsea boots
• Brown watch

Outfit #6
• Black Leather Jacket
• Charcoal T-Shirt
• Denim blue jeans
• Brown belt
• Brown watch
• White shoes

DATING
**Outfit #1**
- Ice blue long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

**Outfit #2**
- White long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Light blue chinos
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

**Outfit #3**
- White long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Brown chinos
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
Outfit #4
- Blue long sleeve Oxford shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown Chelsea boots
- Brown watch

Outfit #5
- Brown Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Black jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes

Outfit #6
- Light pink long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown shoes
- Brown watch
SOCIAL EVENTS

Outfit #1
- Blue blazer
- Light pink long sleeve dress shirt
- White pocket square (two-fold)
- Beige chinos
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #2
- Navy blazer
- Blue long sleeve Oxford shirt
- Blue pocket square (two-fold)
- Charcoal trousers
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
Outfit #3
- Black Leather Jacket
- Charcoal T-Shirt
- Denim blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown watch
- White shoes

Outfit #4
- White long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Brown chinos
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch

RUNNING ERRANDS
Outfit #1
- White long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Light blue chinos
- Brown belt
- Brown shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #2
- Ice blue long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown shoes
- Brown watch

Outfit #3
- Light pink long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
Outfit #4
- Blue long sleeve Oxford shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Dark blue jeans
- Brown belt
- Brown Chelsea boots
- Brown watch

Outfit #5
- White long sleeve dress shirt (sleeves rolled up)
- Brown chinos
- Brown belt
- Brown dress shoes
- Brown watch
Men’s style doesn’t have to be complicated. In fact, men’s clothing hasn’t changed much in history—despite what any “fashion designer” tells you. For these reasons, some of the best-looking outfits are timeless classics. Stick to classics, and you’ll set yourself up for success and save a huge amount of money in the long run. Dressing in a stylish way doesn’t require a lot of clothes. In fact, you can have a whole lot of fun with just a few items in your wardrobe.

Always make sure you nail the fit. Because fit is everything. It’s a well-known fact that you can look like a million bucks in a $200 leather jacket, whereas ridiculous in a $1000 leather jacket so what’s the point here?

Here’s an advice, if you see something classic on affordable pricing, don’t discount. They’re oftentimes a goldmine of classic, well-made clothes you can pick up at a fraction of the new price. You might have to do some hunting, but if you find something you like, just go for it and ensure it looks good on you as it will in 50 years’ time.

Sincerely,
Angel Jackets
THANK YOU

From handbags and purses to journals and wallets, we want you to enjoy your leather goods for a lifetime. From the moment they are crafted.

ANGEL JACKETS